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In the latest tangential, incremental update on the Hawks’ coaching search, Byron Scott tells 

Mitch Lawrence of the New York Daily News that Avery Johnson is the favorite for the Nets’ job. 

(Love how they managed to get Phil Jackson in that headline, too.)

ASG honcho Michael Gearon Jr is back in town. Mark Jackson is in town to meet with the 

owners today. Larry Drew interviewed yesterday. Dwane Casey is waiting. That might be about 

it for the final candidates. 

So who do you want? AJC wise guy Jeff Schultz likes Johnson but was nice enough to ask for 

your input, too.

I went on 790 The Zone yesterday and was asked which guy I considered to be the frontrunner 

for the position. I answered the way no one seems to want to hear nowadays: “I don’t know.” I 

could have speculated that it’s Casey because of his ties to Sund, which seems to be the thing to 

do. Of course, a couple weeks ago Johnson was all the rage, with some media declaring him the 

favorite before the Hawks had even talked to the other three. Now you add Jackson to the 

equation. Drew has his supporters in the organization, too.

The point I’m trying to make is, the Hawks are having internal deliberations about the candidates. 

This is what happens in organizations, especially when there are multiple owners with perhaps 

differing opinions. Rick Sund is in charge of the search but obviously ASG will have its say. So 

who is the favorite? I suppose it depends on whom you ask in the organization and when you ask 

them. Some time soon the Hawks will decide on a coach, make him an offer, sign him and 

announce to everyone that he’s been their guy all along. I look forward to that day.

– On a more important note, I’m pulling for summer commenter Ken Strickland to make a full 

recovery. Stay strong, Ken.

MC
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